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Abstract

Scientific study of rituals requires an understanding of their na
Hubert and M. Mauss (Essai sur la nature et la fonction du sacr
of the nature of sacrificial ritual is its dynamic structure. The pr
neglected quest for a theory of ritual and methodology of analy

trace the contours of ritual dynamic structure. The resulting fr
controlled framework for interpreting rituals belonging to vario
identifying bases of comparison between them. Two important
Application of General Systems Theory concepts to study hum

structured human activity systems. 2. Application of F. Staal's "
in the context of Vedic studies) to ancient Near Eastern rituals.
Dynamic structure builds a theory and definition of ritual and a

Paul Z. Gregor

methodology for analyzing specific rituals in terms of their acti
attached to those activities. The second part illustrates this met

usefulness for comparative studies by applying it to ceremonie
ancient Near Eastern festival days of cult purification: the Israe
fifth day of the Babylonian New Year Festival of Spring, and the
Ninth Year Festival of Telipinu.
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